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paul elmer more - muse.jhu - the humanism of paul elmer more, by robert m. davies, new york (bookman
associates), 1958, p. 9 ff. 4 to robert shafer, june 24, 1928. 1929-1930 and 'give the world' a history of my own
spiritual development.5 i have thought much of following his advice, but have been reÃ‚Â strained by various
causes. the theme has this interest, at least, ... appropriating virginia woolf for the new humanism: seward ... the new humanism associated with the bookman was a school of thought established by the american thinkers
irving babbitt and paul elmer more in the late nineteenth century, and several decades later the complete prose of
t. s. eliot: the critical edition - tse explained to paul elmer more: Ã¢Â€Âœi was pretty well incensed by the
editorial commentary in that number [mar 1930], which you must have seen, as it contains your essay: and i
enclose you the (only) copy of a letter which i have addressed to the editor. irving babbitt in and about china isistatic - humanism movement subsequent to the first world war, was celebrated for his insistence on the
necessity of adhering to philosophical rigor and upholding ethi- cal standards in national culture. along with his
personal quest for knowledge of the most positive statements of these ideals in the history of mankind, he acquired a substantial acquaintance with the religion of buddha and the ... j. david hoeveler curriculum vitae
department of history phone - the new humanism: a critique of modern america, 1900-1940. charlottesville:
university press of virginia, 1977. [this book studies a group of thinkers that influenced intellectual conservatism
in the united states of the 20th century. irving babbitt, paul elmer more, stuart p. sherman, and norman foerster
constituted the major principals of the new humanism. they engaged the rival traditions ... prosser hall frye:
conservative humanist - isistatic - paul elmer more, the time is perhaps ripe u ... bookman, and the nation, the
university of nebraska studies and nebraskaÃ¢Â€Â™s mid- west quarterly (which frye founded and edited for
four years), were later assembled into volumes. there is thus necessarily a sporadic and diffuse quality to his
books, and one can go to no single essay for a sys- tematic exposition of his fundamental opinions. yet ...
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